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ABSTRACT: Mass Management System (MMS) is considered as an important tool within the operating 

system of commercial granite quarries which are spread across the southern peninsular India where huge 

deposits for exploiting  both black  and multicolored granite varieties occur. The history of commercial 

granite exploitation dates back to late sixties and is now considered as one of the commodities having 

potential for earning foreign exchange besides for employment generation in rural sector. With the 

exponential growth of the granite industry during recent times, the quarrying techniques have been 

advanced by adopting the  State of the Art  technology to suit its mass exploitation. Due to various 

geological factors like regional tectonics and associated structural styles viz. faults, folds, shear fractures, 

restrict its recovery to the minimal and as a result huge quantity of granite wastes generate in all the quarry 

fronts causing a major environmental problem. In this context, implementation of MMS in quarries play  a 

vital role in enhancing its recovery percentage and also for proper upkeep of  records quantifying the total 

mass generated within approved   mining scheme period of five years vis a vis establishing the actual 

recovery of saleable blocks in that quarry. This will help the quarry owners not only to prognosticate the  

monthly production but also to safeguard at  times of crisis whenever any dispute arise with Government 

authorities in quantifying the saleable blocks and for payment of huge penalty amount  running to several 

crores of rupees. As such maintenance of such records is mandatory as per Granite Conservation and 

Development Rules 1999, it is observed that most of the quarries lack proper data or  no scientific method 

adopted to quantify the total  mass of granite excavated in a particular quarry month/year wise. Therefore, 

based on  the problems experienced by quarry owners during recent times, it is apprehended the need for 

a scientific method viz MMS for implementation  in quarries not only to defend themselves at times dispute 

with authorities but also to plan their quarry operations  in a more meaningful manner 

KEYWORDS:  Implementation, granite mass management system (MMS), commercial granite, 

quarries, Indian 
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INTRODUCTION  

Commercial Granites in a Nutshell: 

All over the World, shield areas are the best geological entities where vast resources of granites 

and other rock types occur.   Indian sub-continent is a potential area for locating and exploiting 

such rock resources (Natarajan.V and Kanishkan.B (1995) .  By now, it is well realized that India 

has vast and significant resources of multi-coloured granites mostly occurring within the Southern 

States.  To quote a few examples, rocks like ‘Ebony Black Granite of Sweden’, ‘Petit granite of 

Belgium’, ‘Black granite of South Africa’, black varieties of China and black and multi-coloured  

granite occurrences  of India are considered to be premium varieties in the World Market to-day.  

Atleast more than 200 attractive commercial names have been assigned to various rock types in 

the world marketed to-day, out of which atleast 80 types can be identified to occur in India alone. 

Today, Indian export of granites stands around Rs14,000 crores. 

2. Scenario of  Indian Granite  Quarries : 

   The Indian granite industry as on today has advanced at par with other European countries in 

applying the latest State of the art technology both in mining and in processing industries as 

compared to the conventional methods of mining carried out two decades back. Deployment of 

diamond wire cutting of sheet rocks, secondary splitting techniques facilitated not only in 

enhancing the recovery in quarries but also to minimize the generation of huge quantity of granite 

wastes to cause enormous environmental problems within such quarry clusters mainly  due to non-

liberalisation of rules by Government  for its end use mainly in construction industry. 

3. A glimpse of Granite quarry Operations: 
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Diamond Wire Cutting                                  Air Sacs to push the Mass down 
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Geological Constraints in recovery of blocks in a quarry: 

Though resource wise the potential for commercial granites including the black granites is 

unlimited, its exploitation is restricted by market preference besides  other geological factors and 

as a result the failure rate of quarry operations is also quite high. Recovery in the quarries are quite 

low say less than 10% in black granite quarries and around 15 to 20% in multi-coloured quarries 

and in this context the geological factors like petrological and structural style of the formation play 

a dominant role. Regional geology and its tectonic style have a bearing on the individual quarries 

and its recovery. Therefore, the role of a GEOLOGIST with good hard rock mapping experience 

can  help the quarry owners in minimising its failures as well as in identifying  the potential pockets  

within the deposit to increase its recovery in quarry operations.  
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These structural architecture in a granite body play a significant role in determining the economic 

viability of any quarry/prospect. Normal geological structures encountered  are mainly the joints, 

faults, shear, later intrusions etc. Critical geo-structural mapping of the granite deposits  

demarcating the zones of such  influence of these structural disturbances  will be the key indicator 

or a  basic tool to bring out the geometry of the deposit which ultimately decides on  the future of 

the operation. Regional geology combined with the  study of individual  tectonic belt  

characteristics help to interpret the deposit more prudentially. Such detailed study helps to 

demarcate the defective and productive zones within the Mining Lease area besides on quality of 

the material and will be the basic document for an investor to plan for deployment of expensive 

capital mining equipment and on methods of working, keeping in mind  of  both development and 

production components of the quarry. 

GRANITE MASS MANAGEMENT: 

   The term MASS in granite quarries goes synonymous with the mining terminology the’ RUN 

OFF MINE (ROM). This  term nowadays has been widely used  in most of the quarries and the 

implications and advantages are as follows: 

i. Assessment of MASS/ROM  in a quarry irrespective of its size and operation has 

become mandatory in preparation of Mining Plan/ Scheme for a period of five years. 

 

ii. Based on the market demand and geological complications of the individual granite 

deposits, the recovery percentage has to be estimated for the scheme period more 

scientifically.  
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iii. Based on the combination of the recovery and  production demand the mine planning 

in deployment of mining equipment to be considered to achieve the production target. 

 

iv. Recovery in the quarry is a variable factor depending on the geological complexity of 

the deposit and accordingly Mass Quantification (ROM) during the period has to be 

done more prudentially so that the quarry operations have to be sustained for a long 

whether above ground or below ground operations. 

 

v. Therefore, in most of the quarry clusters located in Chimakurthy belt,  it  is a thumb 

rule to adopt the Mass Planning for every month of quarry operation so that they will 

achieve  the monthly targeted production  irrespective of its recovery of the deposit viz. 

low/medium/better zones the quarry to advance during  that month. Accordingly, 

proper planning to increase the drilling power and slicing techniques etc., have to be 

planned to achieve the Mass excavation. 

 

vi.  Quantification of Mass can be either  in  terms of Cubic metre (CBM) or in metric 

tonnes (MT)  which includes  quantity  of overburden soil, weathered rock,  saleable  

granite blocks(Gross Volume) besides huge quantity of  waste rocks having defects to 

be dumped in the waste yard. 

 

vii. As per GCDR 1999, the approved Mining Plan/Scheme of the quarry,   the ROM   

quantity should be a constant factor and if  exceeded, it is considered as a  major 

violation to attract credible action under law  both under  GCDR and Environment Act 

and also may lead for determination of the Mining Lease. Therefore, the importance of 

the MASS/ROM planning in working quarries have to be realized and accordingly the 

quarry operations to be planned more prudentially. 

 

viii. Government authorities periodically carryout Electronic Total Station Survey (ETS) to 

check  the quantum of mass excavated vis a vis saleable quantity of granite blocks  

extracted based on the recovery percentage estimated in the Mining Plan/Scheme 

period by fixing  the datum line (RL-Relative Level) indicated  at the time of 

commencement of the Scheme period.  In this context, it is observed that there is  a 

huge  gap/variation in quantity  assessment  both mass and  saleable quantity of  blocks  

by this volumetric method of survey ignoring the  geological inputs. This anomaly  will  

be a causative factor  in terms of  assessing the penalty running to several crores of 

rupees. 

 

ix. Considering the recent incidents in certain States, the importance of maintaining  the 

Mass/Recovery records in the statutory registers become imperative in order  to 
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substantiate the variations  pointed out by the  Government by use of a semi-

quantitative method which is not a scientific one to accept. 

 

x. Implementation of Mass Management System (MMS) based on geological attributes 

combined with RL data, Mass Catalogue details and  data on recovery in each of the 

slices and by adopting other mass monitoring mechanism is a pragmatic solution  to 

counter  any such problems that may  arise in future during the period of Mining 

operation. 

 

In short, the MMS is similar to Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software used for complete 

planning besides documentation of entire input and the output in an Enterprise  but the scope of 

MMS is restricted to its main objective of scientific assessment of Recovery percentage and 

quantification of ROM in a quarry during a particular period of time. 

Key inputs for adopting the Mass Management System (MMS): 

 

   Implementation of MMS in a quarry requires the following key inputs: 

 

i. A DGPS Survey plan of the Mining Lease area indicating the bench mark/RL and 

contours of the ML area. 

ii. A Geo-structural map of the quarry demarcating the structural defects like interception 

of faults, folds, shear, intrusion of black bands etc., highlighting the defective and 

productive zones based on the recovery factor of the quarry. A sample of the combined 

map of a quarry is shown below: 
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iii. Bed rock profiling in a virgin deposit by using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) to 

demarcate the overburden thickness and the weathered zone in a below ground deposit. 

iv. Based on all these scientific inputs, the Mining Plan/Scheme which is mandatory under 

GCDR  and for Environment Act, a  scientific prognostication of  year wise mining 

scheme for a period of five years can be prepared highlighting the total Mass 

removal/ROM during that period.  

 

Monitoring mechanism of MMS in day to day  operation of the quarry: 

      Monitoring of  MMS in a quarry requires the following data: 

i. Monthly Planning of area of operation considering the men and  machinery resources 

with reference to its RL and estimating the total quantum of Mass removal in that 

identified sheet area. RL can be easily measured with  the help of hand held GPS. 

ii. Once the area of operation is demarcated, the geological interferences as mentioned 

above to be examined to cut open the faces. 

iii. The estimated work load has to be monitored day wise movement of quantity of  mass 

in dumpers/loaders, which account for  both undressed saleable blocks and the waste 

rock mass having defects   The following picture will show the Total quantum of Mass 

removal including the Over burden and  sheet rock in section of a quarry. 
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iv. Once the sheet rock slices are cut by using the Diamond wire saws, numbering them 

with reference to Pit, Initial of the Maistry, RL of the Mass (sheet rock) followed by 

serial number of each cut as shown below. According to convenience numbering can 

be modified to suit the location. The main advantage of numbering with reference to 

RL  is that we can easily identify the behavior of the sheet formation as well as  its 

recovery  at different levels of operation in the past and  to prognosticate  the future 

pattern of the natural of sheet formation at depth.  
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v. Each slices of the Mass to be sketched with a number and date and recovery to be 

documented for future reference as shown below: 

 

 

vi. Individual numbering of blocks at the next stage dressed from each of the above slices 

can be made suitably hiding the pit characteristics and ageing data for the reason some 
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of  the Buyers have the tendency to skip the blocks for inspection superficially looking 

at the number by tracing its origin/location and date of dressing whether it is new or 

old ones. In this context, instead of serial numbering alpha numerical can be used with 

some codes like  PZ/XX on the block. If you feed this code  in the computer, the history 

of the block will be known. BAR CODING is also a best option to number the blocks.  

SUCCESSFUL IMPLEMENTATION OF MMS IN ONGOLE BLACK GALAXY        

QUARRIES: 

  The occurrence of black galaxy deposit in Chimakurthy pluton, Ongole belt, Andhra Pradesh 

is unique in the world and the demand for the material for all it  block sizes is unimaginable 

for more than two decades. Though the occurrence is confined to around 5 sq.km area, more 

than 50 quarries are actively engaged in exploiting  this material and the nature of quarry 

operation is below ground and most of them have reached a depth below 50-60m from ground 

level. The geologically, the deposit is intercepted with a number of shear zones manifested in 

the form of linear black bands/dykes and as a result, development of black/ white lines 

predominantly seen both along and across the deposit of each mine area. The recovery of block 

on an average is around 6-8% only on net volume of sales. Therefore, it is imperative  to study 

the geo-structural pattern of each quarry and its foliation direction  along which plane only the 

golden galaxy is visible and any wrong direction of cutting will  spoil the recovery. With all 

these constraints in exploitation of the deposit, large investment on Mining Machineries is 

mandatory for removal of huge quantity of rock mass in a particular month to achieve the 

monthly production target with a low recovery percentage. Implementation of Mass 

Management System (MMS) within this cluster  is  found to be the most successful tool in 

winning the material over decades. Following maps and pictures will elucidate further on the 

success of MMS within the belt. The same system can be used in any granite deposit either, 

black or multi-coloured,  below or above ground deposits. 
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CONCLUSION 

The history of Commercial granite quarrying in India dates back to late  1960s and today it has 

emerged out as a major potential source to tap ornamental stones to  meet the global demand. The 

technology adopted in Quarrying and Processing has become a world class. However, the quarry 

owners at times get in to problem while Government authorities inspect and reassess the quantum 

of saleable blocks recovered  at a period of time based on volumetric survey of the pit,   which is 

only a semi-quantitative technique  adopted by them and may not establish their objective 

scientifically. In this context, it is logical  to incorporate the volumetric survey data with geological 

inputs which are variable in a natural formation from one RL to another RL of exploitation at depth 

within the same quarry,   and  from one quarry to another, and from  one terrain to another. 

Therefore, implementation of  Mass Management System(MMS) with the inputs of geological 

data of  each of Relative Levels (RL)  of   Granite Mass   will more or less accurately estimate the 

recovery in that particular level as well as to estimate the total waste generation. This data is not 

only helpful for upkeep of the records more scientifically but also to safeguard the investors at 

times of difficult situations  as mentioned above   to establish their stand   under scientific 

consideration. Further, the MMS is based on RL  and the data will be much useful to  back track 

the  recovery  at any level of operation in the past and to prognosticate for the  future operation at 

depth. 
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